Yugal Vihar CD #2
Words & Melodies by Jagadguru Shri Kripalu Ji Maharaj
Sung by Raseshwari Devi

Track 1
Says „Kripalu,‟ “When Kishori Ji speaks in
Her sweet voice, the bliss that is experienced
cannot be explained in words



The eyes of Radha Rani have a reddish hue in
them.

Track 2

Sakhi! I am concerned only with Kishori Ji.



The nectar of Divine love flows from these
eyes day and night.



One who is pleasing to the rasiks, who is the
treasure-house of virtues, and the ultimate
limit of nectar.



Even more beautiful than the eyes are the sidelong glances.



Even the self-contented Shyamsunder is Her
slave day and night.



Radha Rani lovingly injures the heart of
Shyamsunder with these glances.



I do not care for Baikuntha, the lanes of
Gahavarvan are sufficient for me.



Still, Shyamsunder is ever restless to behold
these sharp glances.



I remain blissful, always taking the name of
Radha.
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I, „Kripalu‟, roam around in the beautiful
groves twenty-four hours a day.”

Will He forget the love He has received from
Nand and Yashoda? No no, this cannot be.


 

Says „Kripalu,‟ “Will He forget Braj, which is
more precious to Him than life itself? No, no,
say it is not so.”

Track 3



A gopi suffering from separation, says, “Will
Shyamsunder never return to us?”

Track 4


He is so soft hearted; has He really become so
cruel?



O son of Nand! You are the apple of my eye.
Let me behold You with...




Will He completely forget the love we had
between us?



... a peacock-feather crown swaying gently on
Your head and Your forehead adorned with
the mark of sandalwood paste and saffron,




Will He also forget the love of His friends
such as Mansukh, Dhansukh and Shreedama?




...Your curly locks, looking like a swarm of
bees, gathering on Your lotus face,
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... Your intoxicating eyes, appearing to be the
ocean of poison (black pupil) in the midst of
the ocean of nectar (whites of the eyes), i.e.
eyes filled with mischief, nectar, poison and
wine,

... a beautiful scarf tied around Your waist
and a flute in Your hands, resting on Your
fingers.





Alas! Will the day ever come, o friend, when
Shyamsunder, who is more precious than life
itself, will come towards me with His
intoxicating way of walking?





... Your pitambar (yellow garment) fluttering
gently and shining like lightning. I want to
see the imprint of Bhrigu‟s foot on Your chest
and a garland of wild flowers around Your
neck,








Says „Kripalu,‟ “O Beloved! Give me darshan
soon. Otherwise, my soul will leave my body.”
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